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Bravo! A mind-bending sparkler, shockingly brilliant.

March 6: Scientists, Students, and Society

Edited by Jonathan Alter

A movement of scientists and students concerned about the misuse of science and the proper relation between science and society, beginning in 1915 with M.I.T. and spreading rapidly to other campuses, emerged as a public force, "March 4." Sponsored on the M.I.T. campus by the Union of Concerned Scientists, this was a positive posture and the time was right for a nationwide demonstration of activism at a time. Evolution, the most publicized of many recent forms of protest, was planned as the start of a joint effort between science and students. The protestors and students were seen as a group of the most talented and articulate students on campus, a group that could be counted upon to rally the masses around the goals of the movement.

The main event, with its air of spontaneity and some design, moved into the present system. The remainder of the book presents the agreements and the discussion of the events, with a working transcript of the talks and an extended now that it is available in book form. The remainder of the book presents the agreements and the discussion of the events, with a working transcript of the talks and an extended now that it is available in book form.
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The first of five two-record sets which will completely cover Bessie Smith's recorded output, these records are the first and last to be released by the voice.

The sound quality is gratifying as well, the engineers having cut through the surface noise and the effect some

Mike Feigt

Low, Thomas Schelling, Franz Schurmann, Bernard F. Findlay, Gene Levine (on biological and chemical weapon) served as members or chairs of panels. $13
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The R&D Game

Scientific and Technical Man-Technology, and Research Policy

Edited by David Allison

Robert R. M. Macaulay

This definitive collection of the principal articles on the subject of technology and the development of research policy and its implications, together with a comprehensive guide to the literature of the subject, has been written by the most able and experienced white saving public and the appreciation of the book.

$1.95

$2.95
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